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Overview
GS BIO tries to make the future that the purpose of the headquarter and the humanity wish through the
project.

GS BIO’s business model is simple. The fundamental industry of all is food industry, which is agriculture. However, this
industry is innovative new agricultural technology created not by existing agricultural setting but by bio-technology . This
technology will solve the problem of human survival and furthermore open a path towards the future for coexistence and winwin ecosystem as a part of global world beyond the boundary.

GS BIO has completed seed tissue culture technology and succeeded establishment and mass
production of various seed tissue culture technologies, starting seed potatoes by trial and error.

GS BIO has already gained its actual purchasing market and is going to begin its production system for
mass production with its connection to GS BIO SMART FARM business. GS BIO is trying to contribute to
the development of agricultural technology and further global food shortage issue based on its
technology.

GS BIO has its own world best bio-technology. Especially, with its PMT technology, GS BIO has
established tissue culture center such countries(strongholds in Central Asia) as China and Uzbekistan. GS
BIO is going to enter Southeast Asian market by considering Vietnam as a stronghold nation and will
expand its business to Russia, India, and Africa by 2020 and North America, and Central and South
America by 2021.

GS BIO’s business has originated from its desire to solve the problem from the point of view of farmers, consumers,
enterprises, nations and further global world and eventually base its technology that has a force to suggest the solution where
all humanity can coexist.

GS BIO’s business is not just about farming business but about smart business. It aims to be driving force of so-called sixth
industry that combines all three sectors: primary sector-agriculture(agricultural production), secondary sectormanufacture(starch and processed product), and tertiary sector-service industry.

GS BIO’s business will furthermore make the best use of crops beyond its use of food by combining BT(Biotechnology) and
IT(Internet Technology). GS BIO will create new jobs. GS BIO will not only contribute to the finance of each individual and
nation but also open a new era to settle the problem of human starvation.

GSB

All of the existing similar seed potato tissue culture technologies have failed at the actual mass

production stage. Most of them have failed to adapt to the local market, and the output was not as high
as expected, so the business was not commercialized. The head quarter GS BIO has already completed
its mass production test in Korea for many years and subsequently succeeded in mass production of
Chinese potato seeds in China with a joint venture with the China Manmi Institute. We decided to work
on this project in order to solve the upcoming food shortage by combining these seed tissue culture
technology and mass production technology with digital assets.

GSBIO has established GSBIO SMART FARM in order to proceed digital asset project related to smart farm. The existing
GSBIO will continue to carry out the research on tissue culture technology and various seeds, and GSBIO BLOCK FARM will
expand its business in various sectors such as big data collection, mass production of crops and sale.

GSBIO SMART FARM firstly issued GSB Token in order to spread digital assets and maintain its independence. GSB Token is
the only Token available to trade seeds from the Seed Research Institute and first commercialized in this field. This will play a
role of a bridge between the real economy and digital assets.

GSB Token will be first used in such countries as Uzbekistan and China where culture centers are established and operated;
these are the places where the use of GSB Token and transaction contracts are completed. Also, we will continue to add
additional functions of DaPP, such as GSP Pay, to GSB Wallet. Various DAPPs, including P2P markets, by country /
regional direct market / digital auction market / logistics system / smart farm investment B2B market, will
be developed and joined by each market and will accumulate various agricultural data.

GS Bio Foundation

GS Bio LAB

Proceed investment and development of

Proceed research on various seeds.

Smart farm by issuing GSB Token.

Deliver developed seeds to farms and

Be in charge of overall block chain business

enterprises.

and operate the fund safely.

GSB Wallet

GSB DAPP

Play a role of Wallet in charge of storing

Key APP that will expand the use of GSB in such

and exchanging GSB Token to buy seeds.

areas as transaction and deposit of APP seeds,
Smart farm, job research through GSB Wallet
where various markets will enter.
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ICO / IEO
2-1 ICO
ICO of GSB will be proceed by BTC/ETH.
The information regarding ICO is available on website (gsbglobal.io).

2-2 ICO Schedule
Information on overall Schedule regarding ICO and IEO

ICO is scheduled to begin on Octobor 20th, 2019. General investors can purchase from this date through an open ICO at
https://uzgsb.io, and buy and sell transactions at the global transaction page of Huobi China, one of the world largest trading
platforms.

Date

Task

2019.04Q

Completed White Paper draft, potential investors scanned

2019.07Q

Announced GSB Coin ICO ‘s plan and openned White Paper

2019.08Q

Investment of Institutes in China & Private sale / Pre-sale

2019.09Q

Large scale of Investment on Seed Potato Farms in China

2019.10Q

Start of Private sale / Pre-sale in Korea (Announced Crowdfunding Homepage)

2020.02Q

Early termination or end of fund-raising period if ICO termination/sale meet its target

2020.03Q

Begin IEO at global transaction page of Huobi China (Uzbek national certification platform
to be listed)

Coin will be sold in each ICO Section on a first come, first served basis. The bonus rate can be adjusted as new Section
proceeds. ICO investors receive GSB within 5 working days from the investment moment. (it can change depending on the
company’s future circumstances.)
Bonus supply of every sale will be Lock-up for 12 months after listing.
UTC/ GM

Private Sale

Pre Sale

IEO

T+8

2019.10.20. 00:00

2019.11.20. 00:00

2020.03Q

※ Sale schedule can change after notice in advance, depending on company’s policy.
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GSB Business Plan
3-1 GSB Token Business Structure
Distribution of profits and rewards

Investment and
GSB holder

GSB Bio

Contracts
Big data

Wallet

Purchase of
seed product
Use of service

Customer

Exchange
Providing seeds

Immediate
donation

Areas where
projects such as
establishing schools,
churches, and
research institutes
are clearly drawn

Donors

Donation of
interest

Support with crops
as a form of spot in
food shortage
nations along with
food aid, aid to North
Korea, aid to Africa,
etc.
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GSB Business Plan
3-2 GSB Token Business Structure
Currently, GS BIO has established a seed lab in Uzbekistan for mass production to start incubation and
built smart farms. The work of constructing growth center for mass production is in process. This is an
early model and we will use this model to spread a variety of smart farms and seeds around the world.
What's lacking in this process is GSB Token and fund raising is to be scheduled, which will open a
market for anyone anywhere in the world.

Blockchain

Before

After

Individual

Individual (Farmer)

Fund

5% ~ 15% / year

1% ~ 2% / year

Anyone
around the
world

Bank

profit, which is
equal profits as
those investors

Management

3% ~ 5% / year

Management Investment
Organization

Investment Profit

can
participate

of organization

through
“GSB”

★ Graph is just an
example and further
information will be
uploaded on GSB
homepage.

5% ~ 15% / year
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shipping
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GSB Business Plan
3-3 GSB Token Business Goal
GS BIO succeeded its first project in Uzbekistan with its exclusive technology where net worth and competitive
edge are nonexistent. Afterwards, we will set up culture centers and smart farm centers in food-starved
countries and all areas that need our head quarter's technology and know-how. We will use all transactions
with GSB Token only and receive GSB Token for investment.
Part of the profits will be donated and other part will be distributed to investors.

GS BIO will build smart farms in all countries around the world, suffering from food shortages. GS BIO’s biggest
goal and wish is to create a world where no one is starved to death due to food shortages, and the peaceful
earth where mankind not suffering from hunger coexist.
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3-4 Digital Asset Farm Platform

Our system is an already implemente
d model, and we will be able to mak
e a deposit and withdraw anywhere i
n the world and support a variety of
P2P transactions and swaps.

Smart Wallet
The distribution structure of our seeds will be managed co
mpletely transparently with block chain and so will paymen
ts.
B2B OR general payment will also be managed, and variou
s direct trading markets including agricultural machinery, se
nsors, industrial products and related products other than
potatoes will be placed by country/region.

MARKET
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3-4 Digital Asset Agricultural Platform
We will gradually expand our business starting with
seed potatoes.
Big data from this business will later become the center
of global smart farm technology.
The vitalization of markets and user communities will
firstly establish various markets such as manufactured
industrial products, agricultural machinery and human
resources markets, starting with potatoes business.
Also, the concept of reward will be introduced to draw

Communication Network

active exchanges between content producers and
consumers.

Through advanced technology, we can check
every situation of the farms and will establish a
system that can provide consumers safer food.
This is the most fundamental technology of
smart farms and a key system that changes the
lifestyle of farmers.
The goal is to unify an ecosystem where farmers,
enterprises and consumers can trust each other.

Smart Farm
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GSB Technology
4-1 GSB Technology
Potatoes are the world's largest world-wide food crop in more than 200 countries, with nearly 5,000
species. Once infected by a virus, its supply reduces substantially so the supply of non-disease seed
potatoes is significantly crucial in terms of farmers.
The global shortage of seed potatoes amounts to 68 trillion a year. In this tremendous market, GS
BIO has its unique technology to address all of these shortfalls, delivering seed potatoes that bring
entirely different levels of productivity, and non-viral-infected seed potatoes worldwide.

80% shortage on high quality seed potatoes worldwide!!
Existing seed potatoes involve a critical problem
Due to its virus problem,
when its growth increases, productivity reduces by 10%

Problem
Prevention of Virus
Infection
70 species of virus

Reduction in Quantity
Damage in seed
supply and demand

Low Productivity
Impossible to harvest
later

Reduction in Farm
Profit
Reduction in
cultivating farm

Solving farm income problem and food shortage problem at a national level
Potatoes are theoretically capable of infinite multiplication. However,
as the number of potatoes infected by the virus increases, production drops significantly, and
farmers' income decreases proportionately.

GS Bio's unique culture technology in the world is a great technology that can provide healthy
food supply and solve food shortage problems as well as increase farmers' profits significantly.
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4-2 GS Bio’s key is bio-technology
Key distinction of GS Bio's biotechnology is simple. We have realized innovation that reduces
area/cost of equipment/expense by 10 times or more compared to existing agricultural
technologies, and based on this, it has led to mass-production, early production and intensive
production of seed potatoes.

Facility cost and expense
plant
factory

Reduces by
10%!!
Leading to collectively
intensive production!!

place for
planting
seedlings

plant

tissue
culture

Great innovation on
agricultural production
with integrative species
production technologies

4-3 GS Bio’s PMT Technology
What is PMT? Abbreviation of Potato Mini Tuber

GS Bio PMT Technology Features
100% sterile, non-disease, non-viral, high-quality seed potatoes..
Enormously high productivity but not GMO
Made by tissue culture technology certified by patent and clinical
demonstration
Seed potatoes’ weight is 0.5g and its size is almost the size of the
bean
Since patented, possible for mass production in small-scale culture
centers for 24 hours a year
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4-4 GS Bio Seed Potatoes’ Excellence

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

Level8

G0

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

…

PMT

GS Bio

-

Korea
China

Japan

Netherla
nds

U.S.A

…

Levels

Sale
Stages

The more proliferating (replicating) potatoes, the less quality they are, the higher the
rate of virus infection.
(The higher the level, the more dramatically the quality falls.)
Generally, non-disease potatoes worldwide are produced and distributed in the level of
G3 to G6.
GS Bio's G1 potato is a seed potato produced in just two stages. This is the product two
levels ahead, resulted from highly distinct technology. (Average of 15 or more edible
potatoes produced per seed potato)

4-5 GS Bio Seed Potato Production Process
[Production Stages of GS BIO seed potatoes]
★ In general, it takes 4 years or more

PMT
(G0)

1 potato

Mini Seed
Potatoes
(G0)

20
potatoes

to reach G2 from PMT

★ Possible for just 1 and a half year
with GS Bio technology

G1

400 potatoes
(4 BOX)

★ Potatoes from G1 step weighs
G2

24,000 potatoes
(240 BOX)

200g per potato

★ Korea's farm supply price for 20kg
G3

1,152,000 potatoes
(11,000 BOX)

G5 potato is about 40,000 won
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4-6 GS Bio 특허 및 인증서
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GSB Market
Direct Market Service Operator
As a market to maximize its profits by connecting directly farm and consumers to simplify
distribution structure, we only register the products of seeds identified in GSB blockchain system,
regarding such lists as the location of online service providers establishing system by city/province
in each country, and logistics tracking.

Register a contract

Farm

MARKET
Direct Delivery

Purchase

Customer
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GSB Market
5-2 Agricultural Traceability
Once our project is established, a lot of big data will be accumulated and these data can be used
in recruitment. The data can be used right away, but considering the nature of big data, it provides
a downside that it takes a lot of time in order to accumulate large streams of data.

Regarding agriculture, there has been no record on career data. We will create a farmer's or farm
resume based on big data and create new values. This process also includes auctioneers and will
validate and manage every aspect in terms of agriculture.
Agricultural Traceability ( jobopening / jobhunting)
We will create a traceability system of Smart Farm experts such as professional ICT consultant,
farmer, and agricultural machinery engineer, and create a hiring system for agricultural workers
worldwide. We will receive a certain amount of service fees from the company that use our service.

GSB

Job opening

DATA

Job hunting

Smart Farm untactauction system
The introduction of the auction system will reduce unnecessary distribution and encourage the
activation of token transactions due to real-time payment. In addition, the farmers who ask for the
purchase and those who have the right to auction must have a certain amount of GSB tokens, so an
ecosystem is created that can gradually accumulate the trust of the big data farmers and
auctioneers.

Request for Purchase

GSB

Farm

Auctioneer1

Auctioneer2

Request for Purchase

Storage

Auctioneer3

Auctioneer4
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Use of Market

MARKET

Providing Seeds

Register license
for access

Business
Provider

staking

Purchase of Coins

DB

GSB

Exchange

Consignment
Sale
Delivery

Storage

B2B Transaction
Enterprise

GSB
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5-4 Smart Farm Propagation Project

GSB
Request
Smart Farm

Customer

Provide optimum consultant based on big data

Consultant

Establish
System

Recommend
System

Provide a product

Provide Commission

Final decision after
examination

Begin custom-smart farm consultant for establishment and design of Smart Farm in need
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07
Coin Economy
7-3 STO Issue

GS BIO

GSB
Investment

Smart Farm

Establish
Research
Institute

Secure Bare
ground

Provide
Technology

Establish
Smart Farm

GSB
Investment

Investor

GSB WALLET
Provide
seeds

Production

Profits from
Delivery
Distribution of Profits

Issue 20%
STO of Mark
et Value
Provide
seeds

Provide
seeds
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7-4 Circulation of Ecosystem

Provide seeds and Technical Skills

GS BIO
Request for seeds and labor

GSB
Block Farm

GS BIO
STO

GSB COIN

Research
Institute

Block Chain
Service

Donation
business

Smart
Farm

Academy

Block Chain
WALLET

Block Chain
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Block Chain
B2B

Block Chain
B2C
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ETC..
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Block Chain Technology
8-1 Main Net
Main Net is a network that actually launches and operates block chain project. Main Net is an
independent platform that consists of such ecosystem as self-encrypting exchange, Dapp
(decentralized application) and transactions between individual wallet transactions, and generates
cryptocurrency wallets.
Main Net is a proof that a functional, working block chain is developed, allowing the project to do
business. Having a Main Net is a signal that the project is currently and technically in process. Also,
since the public can participate in network and malfunction can damage the internal operation of
block chain, live Main Net can put block chain functions and functions into the test.
Therefore, starting the Main Net requires a significant amount of resources and development to
ensure that all components function properly. More than that, Main Net serves as a practical proof
that the project is realizing their vision.

8-2 GSB Main Net
GSB will proceed with the development of the Main Net using 'Rubidium-based side chain’ with
invested capital during ICO process.
The GSB, which will be used for the real economy, will play a real role as Coin when the Main Net
development is complete and will be recognized as a safe investment target and holding asset
value.
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Road map
2019 1Q
Open GSB Platform Master Plan

2019 5Q
Announce GSB Token Open plan(ERC20 basis)
Announce GSB Token listing plan

2019 10Q
Private Sale

2019 11Q
Pre-Sale
MEETUP(Jeju island)

2019 12Q
Main-net

2020 1Q
List exchange

2020 1Q
IEO

2020 3Q
STO
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Advisor

김준수 회장
Block Chain Sector Advisor
·President of Future Innovation Convergence Finance Forum
·Chairman of World Block Chain Verification Committee
·President of Korea Interim Association
·President of Association of Interdisciplinary Exchange
·President of JYT News

기태현 교수
Block Chain Sector Advisor
·BlockchainSecurity CEO
·Affiliated professor of Cybersecurity major at Ehwa Womans
University
·Affiliated professor of Information Security major at Seoul
Women’s University
·Affiliated professor of Cybersecurity major at Yeungnam
University College
·Former Security Manager in Hana Bank and Shinhan Bank
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